Sports Day 2.0
This Friday we will be gathering on the oval to compete in some of the Athletics events that we
missed at last weeks Sports Day. We know our Junior Students missed the majority of their
events, so we wanted to give them the chance to still enjoy the sports day atmosphere.
Students may wear their house colours again on Friday in preparation for our afternoon of fun.
Check out the timeline for the afternoon and if you are available, feel free to pop in and support
the students. If you would like to help us set up and run the event please contact Chloe.

Code Camp Expressions of Interest
Black Hill Primary School are looking to partner with Code Camp to offer you a weekly after school program. Our
fun and engaging content ensures students not only learn the fundamental concepts of coding, but are also
challenged with more advanced concepts as the term progresses. In addition to coding, we also offer stop motion
animation and drones!
For our coding program, each week, students work with our Code Camp Facilitators to build awesome creations
using Code Camp World. This is an online educational coding platform developed exclusively by us at Code
Camp, meaning we can truly focus on the fun aspects of coding and the students can continue to code at home !
Stop motion animation is the exciting intersection between storytelling, art and technology! Your child will create
two movies from scratch using stop-motion animation. Stop-motion is the process of taking multiple images of
objects and stitching them together to look like they’re moving - it’s an incredibly fun and creative way to tell a
story!
Drones is our newest hands-on technology program! Developed by professional drone pilots, we will take your
child on an adventure around the world as they pilot their very own flight missions. From learning the
fundamentals of drone technology and safety to discovering how drones can fight bushfires and rescue koalas.
This course is the perfect balance of STEM learning, teamwork and how technology can have a positive social
impact.
The program would run once weekly on either Monday- Thursday afternoons from 3:45PM - 5:00PM over 8
weeks of the term. The cost is $260 per student, per term for coding and stop motion animation, and $290 for
drones.
Go to this link to register your interest. (Minimum of 10 to run Code Camp)

Code Camp After School-EOI-Blackhill PS (wufoo.com)

